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ABSTRACT

This paper entitled “Production Process of Paper at PT. Sinar Indah Kertas Pati” is the result of field study which is conducted for three weeks (February 14, 2005 - March 05, 2005) at PT. Sinar Indah Kertas Pati. This study is aimed at describing the Production Process of Paper at PT. Sinar Indah Kertas Pati.

The data of the study were collected by using interview, observation and library research method. The interview method was conducted to get information about the production process of paper. The observation method is aimed at understanding the production process of paper at PT. Sinar Indah Kertas Pati. The library research method was conducted to get some references relate to the problem.

From the study, it can be concluded that the Production Process of Paper at PT. Sinar Indah Kertas Pati include:

Continuous system

Production Process of Paper at PT. Sinar Indah Kertas Pati include:

a. Preparing a raw material
b. Separated a raw material
c. Making of paper
d. Putting the paper pulp on the wire
e. Drying of paper
f. Rolling the paper
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